16 Days of Activism -Action Campaign to stop Violence against Women
25th November to 10th December 2014
One in three women worldwide face abuse, violence and rape every day. There is
no country in the world, where women are free from this fear and terror. In India, 4
in five women experience domestic
violence during their lifetime. In
2004 Pahal has used the 16 Days
Why those dates?
Campaign to raise awareness of
the reality of GBV [especially
The 16 Days of Activism against Gender Based
Violence is an international campaign that was
domestic violence & Sexual
started by the Center for Women's Global
Violence at public place] and to
Leadership (CWGL) in 1991. The 16 Days runs
push for positive change to
from November 25, (International Day against
increase
women's
safety.
Violence against Women) to December 10,
Women's support services, groups
(International Human Rights Day) to
under the Local Community and
symbolically link violence against women and
human rights and to emphasise that such
Development Program, student
violence is a violation of human rights. This
groups, and others hold local
16-day period also highlights other significant
awareness
raising
events
dates including December 1, which is World
throughout the city during the 16
AIDS Day, and December 6, which marks the
Days of Action.
Anniversary of the Montreal Massacre in 1989,
The Campaign grows every year
with more people getting
involved and speaking out about
violence against women.

when 14 women students were massacred by a
lone gun-man opposed to the affirmative action
policies promoted by feminists at the
University
of
Montreal.
The 16 Days period includes other significant dates
like International Human Rights Defenders Day
(29th November), World Aids Day (1st December)
and the anniversary of the Montreal Massacre (6th
December).

The 16 Days Campaign provides
us
all-community
groups,
students, NGOs and individual
activists, each and every one of uswith the opportunity to break the silence around gender based violence. By
organizing events in our local communities Theme of VAW Campaign 2014:
that highlight the issue of GBV and promote “From Peace in the Home to Peace in
the services available for women, we make the the World:
issue visible, we give hope to women who are Let's Challenge Militarism and End
Violence against Women.”
suffering and we hold perpetrators of abuse to
account.

PAHAL for gender Equity in line with one of its objectives to partner with likeminded organizations is joining other groups across the world to mark the 2014.
What are the aims of the Campaign?
The 16 Days Campaign is an opportunity for individuals and groups around the
world to call for the elimination of all
Pahal is active in capacity building and issue
forms of violence against women by:
based networking since 2003. The primary
 Increase women's safety
focus of PAHAL is to empower women
 Highlighting
the nature and through means of advocacy, economic
prevalence of violence against rehabilitation, Gender justice, child &
maternal health also to ensure child rights to
women
attain better health, future and dignity for
 Raising awareness of violence
against women as a human rights them. Our ultimate goal is to help create a
discrimination-free, violence-free, fearless,
issue
healthy, beautiful, secure and equitable
 Showing solidarity among women
society,
which
ensures
livelihood
around the world
opportunities and health for all.
 Promoting women's leadership
 Strengthening local work to tackle
violence against women
In line with this aims, the following activities have been implemented for the
campaign period.
Campaign Brief
To celebrate 16 Days of Activism 2014, Pahal, Icandle and Safe City Initiative
will jointly hold events at INDORE on “Women, Violence and Security”. This
year marks the 10th joint event of campaign by likeminded Agencies of Indore .
1. Inaugural Event
Date: November 25th 2011
Venue: Palika Plaza,Indore
It was Inaugural event of campaign at Palika Plaza, Indore. It starts with briefing of
Campaign history to audience and Media persons. After that a skit on violence
against women [VAW] was played by placement student of MSW with agency.
Skit is based on the cycle of violence in women‟s life, its affect and also the
positive measures to stop violence. Then discussion was held with audience on
VAW. Mr. Sanjay who are the part of audience said that we never thought that it
gives a pleasure for a seconds to a man but can destroy the women‟s whole life.
From today I will never commit this type of act and try to stop others.

Many of them from audience raise the question about clothing; provoking behavior
of women is a reason for VAW.
But Point was cleared after
discussion that only the
patriarchy, secondary status of
women & bad intension of man
& boys are the reasons behind
it. At the end of discussion all
were take oath to stop violence
against
women.
Anupa
highlighted the campaign‟s
importance in present scenario
on 25th November, and for a
post
briefing
conversation
around gender based violence in
Indore, the role of the social responsibility of the public & media. Approximate
100 people are being part of it.

Orientation on GBV and leadership for young boys & Adolescents
26th November 2014

Mansab Nagar Madarasa Bhavan,Indore

One of the most significant changes that will have a great impact in the
development process and leadership
is the involvement of adolescents in
leadership. With the influence of
globalization and modern social
media, teens of today desire
different things from teens of
yesterday. PAHAL recognizes the
strategic importance of mentoring
leaders while they are young
especially as leadership skills can
be learned by those who might
never imagine themselves playing such prominent role in the world to stop
violence against women. In view of this, PAHAL organized a one day Orientation
on GBV for young & adolescent‟s boys & girls in Mansab Nagar Madarasa
Bhavan. More than 35 adolescents was there for orientation.

Boys against Violence against Women (BAVAW) talk
29th November 2014

Shri Hari Kanya Uchchtar Vidyalay’s conference hall,Rau

Globally, there is more recognition of the
need to involve men and boys in the
campaign to end violence against women.
Since 2005, Pahal has translated this strategy
of involving men and boys to address gender
based violence to local advocacy mobilizing
and action. In the Series of campaign activity
this year, Pahal organized a talk at School
where boys are equipped with the knowledge
on anti gender based violence messages and
positive leadership matter to stop violence against women. This Talk was
In-house Self defence training for Girls
Facilitated by Mr. Ahtesham from Pahal with the help of Ashok for 35 boys.
29th November 2014

Shri Hari Kanya Uchchtar Vidyalay,Rau’s conference hall

PAHAL’s self defense Training Program provides training for women and girls on
the recognition, avoidance, abatement, and prevention of safety and hazards in
home & workplaces. The training also
provides information regarding rights and
how to file a complaint. Through this
program, women and girls can attend 2
to 21-hour classes delivered by
authorized trainers. The 4 hour class is
intended for 65 girls at school with some
safety responsibility. Through this
training, PAHAL helps to ensure that
women
and
girls
are
more
knowledgeable about hazards and their
rights. So that they can give their 100 % contributes to development of their own
& nation's. Anupa has taken Safety sessions for girls & Ms. Charusheela Maurya
has deliver vote of thanks.

Consultation Meeting with TB patients
30th November 2014

Pahal Medical center,Khajrana,Indore

Meetings has been conducted at Pahal’s Khajrana Medical Centre .PAHAL
Khajrana Medical Centre provides
comprehensive health services to the
poor slum dwellers of local area.
Centre is emerging as a vaccination
and immunization centre and Akshay
care center especially for children and
pregnant
women.
Objective
of
consultation meetings is to organize as
network to advocate for TB patients
rights and support.
As Khajrana is vulnerable area for air/water borne diseases, due to high
density of population in this area the chances of infection are much from
one person to another. During meeting it had been discussed that women
& children’s are more vulnerable to tuberculosis due to discriminatory
practice of society. If women become TB patient’s chances of GBV is also
increases. This group is named as “T.B club” which will advocate to Stop
T.B. in Indore district. 34 TB patients were participated in meeting.
Workshop on GBV with youth
th

30 November 2014

Maruti Nagar Community center,Indore

Under safe city program at Indore
youth of different slum were
organized in group to stop violence
against women. They were getting
training in different aspect of gender
based violence and its impact. In
this series one day youth workshop
on GBV was organized at Maruti
Nagar for Bholenath colony and
Maruti nagar’s youth group members.

In this workshop concept of Gender, its causes & effects, masculinity,
dangers places and acts for women and girls are discussed and also plan
was made by youth to stop violence against women at both home & public
places. 32 youth was participated with Facilitator Anupa & Praveen.
Community Based Safety Audit
Community safety audits help to identify good
(safe) and bad (unsafe) parts of a place. Audits
generate a site evaluation and improvement plan
which becomes a report card on what needs to be
maintained, improved and change. SA conducted
in five stages: preparatory work, the walk itself,
recording information & mapping, developing
recommendations and follow up action.
Through exploratory walk observation of unsafe zones came in discussion. The
major concerns are Main road, Poor electricity, water & sanitation, Empty space &
city transport. Unsafe zone identified need to work on to make it safer. Through
the SA, participants identified several factors in the physical environment which
contributed to insecurity and exclusion. Safety Audit was conducted in Aman
Nagar, Eshwar Nagar & Mansab Nagar during campaign.
AIDS/HIV DAY Observation
1st Dec 2014
st

Jaypuriya Institute of Management, Dakachya,Dewas Road Indore

on 1 December 2014. Pahal conducted Snake and Ladder games with positive &
negative messages on gender based
violence. For each positive message,
participant goes up through ladders and for
each negative message; participant goes
down by snake bite. It is printed on 10X10
flex and a special dice designed for this
game. The game explored the various
aspects of discriminatory practices in Indian
family & culture and their relationship with
gender based violence.

Total 56 management student of Jaipuria Institute of management enthusiastically
took part in the game and raise serious concern to stop sexual harassment,
domestic violence and domestic discriminatory practices towards the girl &
women in society .
Teacher learns that how gender norms affect the society
2nd Dec 2014

Shri Hari Kanya Uchchtar Vidyalay,Rau ’s conference hall

Its not easy to create learning atmosphere for
children but its most difficult to teach teachers.
Lesson learnt while taking session on Gender
with teachers of Higher secondary school. When
workshop stated most of them are not even aware
that women has secondary status due to the
discriminatory societal norms.
They said that its nature or god who made women backward,weak. But after Brain
storming and group activity it was clearly understood that gender norms are made
by society which gives power to man to rule over the women & society. Later it
was discussed that by changing the role & responsibility at school,we can promote
gender justice behavior in the society. Experience sharing by all 21 teachers was
adorable and thoughtful part of the session.
Orientation on GBV & blood Donation camp
9th Dec 2014

Minda Sai Company,Pithampur

P OSTER

The “Violence against Women Poster
Exhibition” has taken place at Minda Sai
Company, Pithampur premises and pamphlets
with awareness massage were distributed
among visitors. Orientation on GBV and its
impact on women‟s health was delivered by
Mr. Praveen Gokhale. It was discussed that
most of Indian women are died before/after
delivery or during pregnancy due to Anemia.
Gender based practice of society encourages family to do not take care of women
& also women do not understand importance of herself.

Due to this discriminatory values and rules 70 % women become anemic in Indian
society. They need to take care as mans are being cared but it will take to change
the whole society. So We can help those anemic women by donating our blood. It
impacts on worker and they promised to donate blood regularly for well being of
women. Along with this Blood donation Camp was organized with the help of MY
hospital of Indore for workers of Minda Sai Company. The activity was
coordinated by Praveen Gokhale and supported by Ahtesham. Program was
organized by Yogesh Shukla, Minda Sai company. Approximately 150 people
were participated in this program.
Celebrates the anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

10th Dec 2014

Gandhi Hall,Indore

The event was organized at the heart of city a place, called Gandhi Hall.A
street play prepared by MSW Student
was about the violence against women.
Violence starts before the birth of a girl
child and how it makes a dark shadow
in her life and keeps her in dormant
stages of life. But the skit ends with a
positive gesture that things are possible
to change if we wish and willingly
ready to give a space and consider
women as human being. The skit
was appreciated by all. After this
he inaugurated an exhibition
where in posters and information
was demonstrated about the VAW
activities and A series of posters
were hung in order to show the
kinds of violence and how to
get rid from it. In all there
were 60 such posters and 10
other informative posters.

Mayor of Indore Shree Krishna Murari Moghe conducted the Oath taking
ceremony, all the participants stood up and took the oath. Soon after this he
gave signal to Human chain by showing a green flag and human chain started.
It was really a big chain which started from Gandhi Hall and ended up to Regal
Square. Approx 500 persons took part in it and formed the chain. All of them had
posters, flip cards and flash cards with slogans . People passing by were amazed to
see the chain and stopped and asked about the event. Some of them said this is
right time to start such programs in Indore, as Indore is facing problems of
violence, number of rapes is increasing.
POSTER EXHIBITION ON VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
25th Nov to 10th Dec 2014

Every Event Place

The “Violence against Women Poster Exhibition” is a public awareness and
educational tool designed to highlight the global issue of violence against women.
It focuses primarily on the issues of domestic violence, rape and sexual assault,
child
sexual abuse etc.
Additionally it also includes
women‟s Law & Rights related
to issues such as DV Act, rape,
sexual assault, child abuse and
the practice of female feticide.
The power and impact of each
poster allow the message to get
across that all forms of
violence against women is
totally
unacceptable.
The
format of the exhibition
focuses on the issues through
specific categories such as: The Extent of the problem, Gender Roles, Campaigns aimed at society , Effects on
Children, Child sex abuse etc.
This exhibition has already taken place in different places of Indore & Barwani
during campaign. The exhibition is not a campaign citing that men are the only
perpetrators of domestic violence but the exhibition has always acknowledged that
Violence is not acceptable in any manner with anybody. The massage is very
simple No-one deserves to be abused and that is irrespective of gender.

At last pamphlets with awareness massage were distributed among visitors.
PAHAL‟s volunteer outreach teams in Indore & Barwani also organize various
social advocacy activities (e.g. media briefing, street campaigns etc) to raise
awareness against GBV. PAHAL believes that these activities will further enhance
public knowledge of GBV and opportunities/avenues for access to justice for the
violated–all geared towards ensuring that „Women’s Human Rights become an
integral part of everyday life’
Outcomes
 An increased awareness by the general public, the media and other state
agents towards addressing cases of violence against women and girls –
especially domestic violence & sexual harassment at public place.
 Increased awareness amongst men and boys on women‟s human rights in
general, and different dimensions of violence against women in particular
 Beneficiaries committing to initiate programs e.g. students initiating social
media activities in collage and institutions, to campaign.
 Increase and strengthen the network of men and boys who campaign against
VAW

Pahal jan Sahyog Vikas Sansthan
Main Office : 65,Janki Nagar Main ,Indore
Field Office : 2 Shahi Bag,Usman Patel gate,khajrana,Indore
Field Office : house no. 11,Jayman Coloney,Mahindra talkies road
Field Office : 128,Rohit Nagar ,Phase -1

JOINING 16 DAYS OF ACTIVISM AGAINST GENDER VIOLENCE
(25th November - 10th December, 2014)
Detail of Campaign Event

Date
25th
Nov,
2014
26th
Nov,
2014

Time
3.00 –
5.00 p.m.

27-28th
Nov,
2014

4.00 –
9.00 p.m.

29th
Nov,
2014
30th
Nov
2014
30th
Nov
2014
1st Dec
2014

11.00–
5.00 p.m.

2nd
Dec
2014
9th Dec
2014

10.00
–
5.00 p.m.

10st
Dec
2014

10.00
–
5.00 p.m.

1.00 –
5.00 p.m.

11.00
–
3.00 p.m.
10.00
–
5.00 p.m.
12.00
–
4.00 p.m.

10:002:00 pm

Events
Venue
Event details
Inaugural Activity Palika Plaza Parisar Orientation on Campaign,
of Campaign
Indore
Street Play, Pledging for
Peace
Adolescents group Madrasa
Orientation on Gender
awareness
Bhavan,Mansab
Based
Violence
with
building
for Nagar,Indore
Adolescents
Peace!
Measuring Safety Aman Nagar Slum, Safety Audit to Identify
Indore
dangerous place
for
Eshwar Nagar & women in slum area of
Mansab Nagar
Indore.
Women‟s
Shri
Hari
Kanya Safety Workshop for young
Defenders
Day Uchchtar
Vidyalay, girls
celebration
Rau, Indore
Consultation
Pahal
medical Consultation meeting with
meeting
center,Khajrana
TB patients on GBV & TB
Indore
Youth Workshop
Maruti
Nagar Youth Workshop on GBV
Community
& its causes for action
Hall,Indore
AIDS/HIV DAY Jaypuriya Institute of Snake & ladders game on
Observation
Management,Dewas
Violence with college
Road Indore
student
Workshop
on Shri
Hari
Kanya Exploring Impact of GBV
Gender
Based Uchchtar
in education
Violence
Vidyalay]Rau,Indore
Understanding
Minda
Sai Orientation on GBV &
relation between Company,Pithampur
health, Blood donation
GBV & health
camp
celebrates
the Rajwada to Regal Street Play by youth
anniversary of the Square
collective
of
DAVV
Universal
collage , Dangular on real
Declaration
of
man feeling & certificate
Human Rights
distribution, Human Chain
& Pledging for Peace

Along with this Ribbon Campaign & poster Exhibition will be carried out at every spot of Campaign.

